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Happenings:
For a month that started rather slowly with Parent-Teacher 
Conferences, November evolved into a whirlwind of activity. 
Kids Vote was, once again, an overwhelming success thanks to 
our Global Studies department. Mrs. Damario had the library 
reserved for an election watch party. In addition to the hands-
on traditional games, the library bought Tangrams for Osmo. 
There is also a letters game, a little like hangman, and a simple 
coding game for next semester.

November Statistics           Year to Date
Check outs                     176                             827

Renewals                          19                               69

Holds                                 4 (completed)          47  (some denied)                       

Circ. to other schools        3                              56

Holds for other schools     4                             43

Added books                       1              Weeded   0

Active Patrons   1,227        Inactive Patrons   1,517
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Distance Delivery

Library assistants, Cheryl 
Benedix and Kari Lovett spent 
19 hours supervising Distance 
Delivery classes.

Gate Count

During the month of November, 
we saw the gate count almost 
double from the previous 
month.  26,170 came through 
the doors.

Independant Users

961 students signed in at the 
desk. This number is up by 142 
since last month.

Lab Use (By Period or Day)
iMac 55 p    iMac2  66 p

133  28 p        202  30 p

215  18 p      Tables, Conf. Rm.  25 p    

iPad        Chromebook Carts (# of Days)

#1   9                 #1  8

#2   (Math)       #2  14

#3    8               #3  17

#4  11                  
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Ready For the Holidays?

I am eagerly looking forward to our break. However, this has 
been one of the most exciting and rewarding months I’ve 
experienced at WVHS. One of the highlights was collaborating with 
Beth Sprankle. Beth graciously invited me to speak to her English 
classes regarding “Credible Resources and Effective Research.” Later, 
Heather Damario allowed me to repeat the lesson to one of her history 
classes. Students saw examples of “vertical” versus “horizontal” 
searching. We compared the results found on Sweet Search as opposed 
to Google. Part of the lesson included using advanced searching, such as 
by resources file type (need a power point?). Infotopia, a search engine 
by Google, provides vetted websites and can be used for topical 
searches. Seeing is believing, so if you spare 15-20 minutes, I would be 
thrilled to teach your students some of these smart search ideas. In this 
time of “fake news” saturating our society, it is essential for us to teach 
our students how to be thoughtful and accurate consumers of 
information. 

Once a classroom teacher…that love of instruction never goes away. 
Margaret Salisbury is always great when it comes to letting me do my 
“teacher-librarian” gig. Another recent opportunity was teaching Sean 
Genson’s classes how to do a Weebly as an option for their National 
History Day projects. Weebly is an easy ,very intuitive, and robust 
Internet tool. I have information regarding making a Weebly that I 
would be happy to share.

Recently, I took a selection of books out to the Commons during lunch 
to see if a Book Mobile would be useful. It was not an overwhelming 
success, but it’s something that we will continue to try to boost our 
visibility and better serve our students. Greg Gibson told me about 
Osmo after he observed our students playing with Tangrams at the desk. 
Osmo is usually used for younger students, but it is also a really nice tool 
for our students. It’s fun, engaging, and students don’t realize that they 
are learning to pay attention to small details as they improve their 
spatial perceptions. It enhances their library experience. Come try it 
out!

Finally, the best thing about my semester has been the increased 
numbers of students who have come to me for assistance with their 
research on a one to one setting. They discover that with knowledge of 
databases and search engines, research is not frustrating or something to 
dread. This is because of teachers like Joy Grubis who lets me speak to 
their classes, plus Tom Kennedy and Sean Genson who started their year 
with database lessons and navigating libguides and several others. It is 
always an honor to visit your classroom and see the amazing work you 
do. Teaching at West Valley is a great joy; I don’t feel that I have to go to 
work, but I get to go to work. I hope you feel the same.

Happy holidays,

Cindy
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A Few of My 
Favorite Purchases…

•Interactive 
literature resources 
with unlimited check 
outs on a platform 
called “Lightbox.”

•New books that will 
be coming in next 
semester: realistic, 
science fiction, 
apocalyptic, and a 
lot of Manga and 
Graphic novels!

•A database called CQ 
Researcher. It is 
fantastic for 
topical research and 
especially good at 
more modern day 
events.

You are warmly invited to 
come in and closely examine 
your library and all of our 
activities. Look at all of the 
materials that are available. 
We can help you create more 
personalized learning options!
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A Holiday Bonus: Photos from the Library 
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Thank you Cheryl 
Benedix and Kari 
Lovett for all of 
your hard work. They 
are decorating 
perfectionists, 
pranksters, and loved 
by all! West Valley 
and I are very 
lucky!!


